How to seal a roof with fibered asphalt roof coatings

Black Jack Roof & Foundation Coating adds a layer of waterproof protection on worn asphalt roofing.

This black asphalt coating is fiber reinforced for added strength and durability, and is liquid brush grade for a wide range of applications.

Black Jack Rubr-Coat #57 is a rubberized formula for greater flexibility, and is waterbased with nearly no odor and easy cleanup.

**APPLYING FIBERED ASPHALT ROOF COATING**

1. With a long handled push broom or blower, clean roof surface of any loose debris including dirt, gravel, sticks, etc.

2. When the roof surface is clean, inspect for cracks, blisters, and other problem areas. Patch according to roof repair label directions. Allow to cure required time.

3. On a warm, sunny day, apply a fibered roof coating to a dry roof surface with a roof brush. Working coating back and forth ensure all hairline cracks are filled. Do not allow material to puddle or run.